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Ca-clipper 5.3 For Windows

0 with the new v2 4 CLASSY LIB, and you should gain immediate performance benefits.. Propiedades del Clipper 5 3 con la Bliblioteca Light Lib The Oasis Clipper Source.. * The Class(y) Enhanced Object Inspector has been improved Objects are now capable of 'describing themselves', and the inspector can take advantage of this.. Aside from the performance improvements described below, some new features have been added in v2.. Bytes: 162,197 Date: 1997-05-17 Vern Six' basic Clipper Library - PD - some metafunctions for other add-ons included
(TP,Comix,FlexFile,Nanfor) Bytes: 83,885 Date: 1994-04-22 Radio Beacon: The RF Handheld Library Bytes: 29,937 Date: 1994-10-06 Beechlib - Memo and encryption Lib - Bytes: 35,396 Date: 1997-05-17 BJDFONTS - A VGA Text mode Font toolkit for CA-Clipper This toolkit has been released into PUBLIC DOMAIN by Brian Dukes, who hopes to allow other programmers the ability to create great looking applications.. The use is very simple To activate a set of font, just issue a command: AJFONT( n ), where n is an integer from 1 to 66 To reset the font to default, simply
pass no paramater like: AJFONT() PUBLIC DOMAIN.

This toolkit allows you to redefine the visual appearance of your character set on a VGA graphics adapter.. Documentation appears to be in RTF format, although is extensioned as DOC Just relink any application which uses Class(y) v2.. This data can be: - Text using scalable fonts and coordinates in inches, - Rectangles using coordinates in inches, - Shaded area using coordinates in inches, - Horizontal lines using coordinates in inches, - Vertical lines using coordinates in inches, - Graphic image from a Windows BMP (1 bit mono or 4 bit 16 colors) using coordinates and sizing in
inches.. C and PRG Bytes: 190,821 Date: 1994-06-18 Bytes: 92,538 Date: 1997-05-17 Bytes: 10,451 Date: 1994-02-05 Bytes: 442,242 Date: 1997-05-17 Bytes: 3,699 Date: 1994-06-18 PUBLIC DOMAIN, SOURCE CODE! BecknerLib - PD (Lib File) BecknerLib - PD (Utilities) BecknerLib - PD (Includes) BecknerLib - PD (SOURCE CODE) BecknerLib - PD (Notice/Text) Bytes: 47,140 Date: 1998-09-20 BMP2HPxx.. See 'Object Inspector Enhancements' below * Two new command clauses have been introduced to support the improvements to the object inspector: the
METHOD command now has an ACCESS clause, and the VAR command has an INTERNAL clause.. 4 Changes, enhancements and new features are summarized below, followed by detailed descriptions of the more important changes.. Bytes: 203,168 Date: 1997-05-17 Shareware version of CB_GPR1, a library (shareware w/o source) for mixing printer independent font support, proportional, scalable, user-designed fonts or symbols using the Clipper 5.. If you only have a MDA, CGA or EGA graphics adapter then unfortunately this toolkit is of no use to you! PUBLIC DOMAIN,
SOURCE CODE in.
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0e * Overlaying in real mode now requires three modules to be in the root: _CYCLASS, CSYXSEND, and CSYDISP.. Over 300,000,000,000 bytes served! FTP Site: Library Directory of: files/library Bytes: 67,475 Date: 1998-05-08 Andi Jahja AJFONT is a library consisting of 66 different fonts for use in Clipper application.. 01 or 5 2 compiler and Epson FX / LQ Epson GQ IBM Proprinter / Proprinter X24 HP Laserjet II HP Deskjet 500 Bytes: 335,370 Date: 1997-05-15 Anton van Straaten's Class Creation library has gone public.. LIB is a library of functions to be link with CA-
Clipper 5 2 or 5 3 OBJ files These ready to use functions allow a CA-Clipper program to send printable data to most HP LaserJet printers (tested on 4,5, and 6).. These are documented below * Smaller EXE: Programs which do not use advanced features such as metaclass message objects will produce a slightly smaller EXE (about 6K) than with v2.. Recompiling is not necessary, although recompilation may result in marginally faster class creation.
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